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Abstract: This paper proposes a group key distribution scheme with an
"entity revocation", which renews a group key of all the entities except
one (or more) specific entity (ies). In broadcast systems such as PayTV, Internet multicast and mobile telecommunication for a group, a
manager should revoke a dishonest entity or an unauthorized terminal
as soon as possible to protect the secrecy of the group communication.
However, it takes a long time for the "entity revocation" on a large
group, if the manager distributes a group key to each entity except the
revoked one. A recently published paper proposed a group key
distribution scheme in which the amount of transmission and the delay
do not rely on the number of entities of the group, using a type of secret
sharing technique. This paper devises a novel key distribution scheme
with "entity revocation" that makes frequent key distribution a practical
reality. This scheme uses a technique similar to "threshold
cryptosystems" and the one-pass Diffie-Hellman key exchange scheme.

1

Introduction

It is required a secure and quick key distribution scheme suitable for such broadcast
systems which dynamically change the compose of the group, as Pay-TV
(broadcasting via satellite or via cable), Internet multicasts (push, streaming or
conference systems, for example) and mobile telecommunication for a group (private
mobile radio or taxi radio, for example).
In this paper, we focus on a group key distribution scheme for all the entities
except one (or some) specific one(s), that is called "entity revocation" here. "Entity
revocation" is an essential mechanism for a secure group communication, if we
consider the situation when an unauthorized user might eavesdrop using a lost or
stolen terminal of mobile telecommunications or when an entity that left off from a
conference system has continued to hear the secret communication of the conference.
Also "entity revocation" is necessary to prevent dishonest entities from enjoying a pay
service like Pay-TV and pay Internet without paying a charge.
A Familiar method for "entity revocation", called "Familiar method" in this paper,
is that a key distributor distributes a new group key to each entity except the revoked
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entities, as encrypted form by a secret key of each entity. However, the amount of
transmission and the delay become large when the group becomes large.
Papers [7] and [8] proposed a concept and a concrete scheme of a conference key
distribution for secure digital mobile communications with low computational
complexity. Also paper [2] proposed a method to expand Diffie-Hellman key
exchange scheme so as to share a key among three or more entities through broadcast
network. Since their schemes basically involve a key distribution for the other entities
except the revoked one, the feature is the same as "Familiar method". So, one of our
goal is to propose a scheme with "entity revocation", in which the amount of
transmission and the delay do not rely on the group scale and analyze its security and
performance.
On the other hand, a scheme proposed in paper [9] enables entities to share a key
so that the amount of transmission and the delay do not rely on the group scale. The
purpose of this scheme is that a data supplier can trace malicious authorized users
who gave a decryption key to an unauthorized use. However, this scheme can not be
applied to "entity revocation".
Recently, paper [10] has proposed two methods which enable an efficient "entity
revocation" of which the amount of transmission and the delay don't rely on the group
scale.However, the methods require a preparation phase when a distributor sends each
encrypted group key for each entity before deciding a revoked entity. Therefore, the
methods are not suitable for a system of which "entity revocation" happens
frequently. Moreover, the methods require a fixed and privilege distributor who
manages all secret keys of other entities.
In this paper, we propose a group key distribution scheme with "entity revocation"
to achieve the following requirements:
-The amount of transmission and the delay, from deciding a revoked entity until
completing a group key distribution for all entities, does not rely on the group
scale. We believe this requirement is effective to achieve a quick key distribution
with "entity revocation" when the group is large.
-Preparation phase when a distributor sends each encrypted group key to the
corresponding entity, is not necessary. This requirement is suitable for a system
with a frequent "entity revocation".
-The fixed-privileged distributor isn't required. Anyone, called "coordinator" in this
paper, can do "entity revocation".
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we will explain our
approach by examining two methods in paper [10]. In Section 3, we propose our
scheme to satisfy the above requirements after explaining our target system. In
Section 4, we discuss the security of our proposed scheme. In Section 5, we describe
some considerations that are necessary to apply our scheme to an actual system. Also,
in Section 6, we evaluate the performance and features of our scheme.
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Approach

In this section, we investigate basic methods seen in paper [10] to fulfill which
satisfies a part of our requirements. We modify it into a simpler method because
the methods shown in [10] are rather complicated to analyze. And we pick up the
above mentioned remaining problems and show our approach to solve them.
2.1

Basic Methods from Paper [10]

The methods shown in paper [10] satisfy the first requirement that the amount of
transmission and the delay do not rely on the group scale.
The methods consist of two steps. In the first step, a fixed-privileged distributor
generates a group key and sends the encrypted group key called "preparation data"
here, for each entity, in such a way that any entity has not been able to decrypt it yet.
In the second step, the distributor decides which entity should be revoked and
broadcasts the secret key of the revoked entity. The amount of transmission and the
delay in the second step do not rely on the number of entities. Receiving the broadcast
data, all the entities except the revoked one can decrypt the preparation data to get the
group key. The methods use a mathematical technique that is known as "RSA
common modulus attack" [11] and "RSA low exponent attack"[6] respectively to
realize:
-to distinguish a revoked entity from the other entities, and
-to share a same group key among the other entities.
Here we call the method by using technique of [11] "Previous Method 1", the
method by using technique of [6] "Previous method 2".
We think their attacks are a type of "secret sharing schemes". However, "RSA low
exponent attack" uses Chinese remainder theorem, similar to a secret sharing scheme
proposed in paper [1].
Next, we show a modification of the scheme in paper [10], using a general secret
sharing technique.
2.2

A Modification of The Scheme from Paper [10]

1 We assume there exists a secure communication path between a distributor and
each entity, using symmetric cryptography or asymmetric cryptography.
2 The distributor generates a secret data S as the group key, and divides it by
threshold 2, using the general secret sharing technique shown in paper [12]. And
the distributor sends each shadow si to entity i as its secret key, through each
secure communication path of step1. So it takes a time relying on the group
scale to distribute all the shadows.
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3 Let us support the distributor needs to revoke the entity j. Then the distributor
broadcasts the secret key sj of entity j. Of course, this amount of transmission
and the delay don't rely on the group scale.
4 Receiving the secret key sj, all entities except the revoked one can recover the
group key S by using two sets of shadow: its own secret key and the secret key
sj. The revoked entity alone can't recover the group key S because it can get only
one secret key sj.
This scheme can expand so as to revoke k-1 entities at a time, by dividing the
secret S by threshold k.

2.3

Our Approach

In both methods seen in paper [10] and in the modified scheme shown above, it is
necessary for the distributor to send each preparation data (or shadow) to the
corresponding entity. Therefore, it takes a long time to finish distributing the
preparation data when the group is large. So we consider that these schemes
unsuitable for a system with frequent "entity revocation". We need a scheme that
reuses the distributed shadow while maintaining high security high. Also, because the
methods in paper [10] use an RSA-like cryptosystem, heavy calculation with long
integers is required for each entity. So we need a scheme of which security is based
on discrete logarithm problem (DLP), in order to reduce data size and calculation time
while maintaining high security, by using elliptic curve cryptosystems (ECC) or
hyper- elliptic curve cryptosystems (HCC).
Also, the method in paper [10] and the modified scheme require a fixed-privileged
distributor to manage the secret keys of all the entities. We require a scheme whereby
any entity can become a distributor in order to apply it to a system where all members
have equal rights, like a conference system.
Our approach to achieve the above requirements is as follows:
-We apply "threshold cryptosystems" shown in paper [4] based on DLP to our
purpose. This is a type of secret sharing scheme such that the entity can reuse the
shadow. According this approach, we expect that the preparation phase is not
needed and that the calculation time can be reduced by using ECC or HCC.
-We use the one-pass Diffie-Hellman key exchange scheme to distribute
preparation data. According this approach, we expect that any entity can become a
distributor.
Now, we explain our scheme under above approaches.
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Proposed Scheme

3.1

Target System

The broadcast system of our target is defined as follows:
System manager:
A trusted party who decides system parameters and sets each entity's secret key.
Also it manages a public bulletin board.
Entity: i
A user or terminal that is a member of the group. We assume the group has n
entities, and let Φ be a set of the entities:

Φ = { 1, 2 … , n }.
Also, we assume that all entities are connected to a broadcast network and that
any entity can send data to any other entities simultaneously.
Coordinator: v
A coordinator decides a (or some) revoked entity (ies) and coordinates a group
key distribution with "entity revocation". We use the term "coordinator" to
distinguish it from the fixed-privileged distributor discussed earlier. In our
scheme, any entity can become coordinator.
Revoked entity: j
An entity to be revoked by the coordinator. Let Λ (⊂Φ) be a set of revoked
entities, having d entities.
Public bulletin board:
It keeps system parameters and public keys for all entities with certifications
made by the system manager. We assume that any entity can get any data from
this board at any time.
Thereafter, we explain our scheme, dividing into system setup phase and key
distribution phase.

3.2

System Setup Phase

A system manager decides a parameter k that is satisfied:
0 ≤ d ≤ k-1 < n,
where n is the number of entities in the group and d is the number of revoked entities.
1 The system manager decides the following system parameters and publishes them to
a public bulletin board:
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p : a large prime such that p> n+k-1 (about 1024 bit),
q : a large prime such that q | p-1 (about 160 bit) and
g : a q th root of unity over GF(p).
The system manager generates a system secret key S (∈ Zq), and stores it secretly.
2 The system manager divides the system secret key S into n+k-1 shadows by
threshold k, using well-known Shamir's secret sharing scheme [12]:
1 a0=S.
2 The system manager defines the following equation over GF (p):
k–1

f (x) = Σ af x f mod q,

(1)

f=0

where a1, a2, …,ak-1 are random integers which satisfy the following
conditions:
0 ≤ ai ≤ q-1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k-1 and ak-1≠ 0.
3 The system manager generates n+k-1 shadows as follows:
si = f ( i ) (1 ≤ i ≤ n+k-1).
3 The system manager distributes the shadows s1, ..., sn to each entity 1, ..., n
respectively through a secure way. Each entity keeps its own shadow as its secret
key. The remaining k-1 shadows are safely stored as spare secret keys.
4 The system manager calculates public keys y1, ..., yn+k-1 by the following equation:
yi = gsi mod p (1≤ i ≤ n+k-1).

(2)

Then the system manager publishes y1, ..., yn on the public bulletin board with the
corresponding entity's identity numbers. The remaining yn+1, ..., yn+k-1 are published
to the public bulletin board as spare public keys.

3.3

Key Distribution Phase

<Generation of broadcast data by the coordinator>
First, a coordinator generates a broadcast data B (Λ, r) as follows:
1 The coordinator v calculates the preparation data
X = gr mod p,

(3)

where r is a random number (∈ Zq).
2 The coordinator v decides which entities to revoke. Let Λ be the set of revoked
entities and d is the number of the revoked entities.
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3 The coordinator v picks k-d-1 integers from a set {n+1, ..., n+k-1} and letΘ be the
set of chosen integers. Then the coordinator calculates k-1 revocation data as
follows:
(4)
Mj = yjr mod p ( j∈Λ∪Θ),
using the public keys of revoked entities and the spare public keys on the public
bullet in board.
4 The coordinator v broadcasts following broadcast data to all entities:
B (Λ, r) = X || {[ j, Mj] | j∈Λ∪Θ},

(5)

where || indicates "concatenation" of data.
<Calculation of the group key U by the coordinator>
The coordinator v calculates a group key U using its own secret key sv and broadcast
data B (Λ, r):
U = X sv× L ( Λ ∪ Θ ∪ { v } , v )
j∈Λ∪Θ

where

× Π MjL ( Λ ∪ Θ ∪ { v } , j ) mod p,

L (Ψ, w) = Π t / ( t - w ) mod q (∀Ψ : set, ∀w: integer).

(6)
(7)

t∈Ψ {w}

Since Mj (= gsj

× r

mod p) holds, the system secret key S is recovered on the

exponent of equation (6), gathering k sets of secret keys:
U = gr × sv × L ( Λ ∪ Θ ∪ { v }, v )
× Π gsj × r × L ( Λ ∪ Θ ∪ { v }, j ) mod p
j∈Λ∪Θ

= gr { sv × L ( Λ ∪ Θ ∪ { v }, v ) +Λ ΣΘ
j∈ ∪

( sj × L ( Λ ∪ Θ ∪ { v }, j ) ) }

mod p

= gr × S mod p.
Each entity can reuse its secret key si, which is a shadow of the system secret key
S, because the system secret key S is recovered on exponent of GF (p), not on GF (p).
<Calculation of the group key U by a non-revoked entity>
Receiving the broadcast data, a non-revoked entity i calculates the group key U using
its own secret key si, similar on the coordinator v,
U = X si × L ( Λ ∪ Θ ∪ { i }, i )
× Π MjL ( Λ ∪ Θ ∪ { i }, j ) mod p
j∈Λ∪Θ

= gr × S mod p.

(8)

The system secret key S is recovered on the exponent of equation (8), gathering k
secret keys.
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On the other hand, a revoked entity j can not calculate the group key U because X sj
which the entity j can calculate by using its own secret key sj is equal to the
revocation data Mj, and the entity j can gather only k-1 secret keys on the exponent.
3.4

Concrete Example

We show the concrete example in Figure.1 for the following one:
1 The coordinator (entity 2) decides to revoke the entity 4.
2 The coordinator calculates the preparation data X (=gr mod p) and the revocation
data M4(=y4r mod p).
3 The coordinator broadcasts the broadcast data B (4, r) = X ||{[4, M4]}.
4 The coordinator calculates the group key U (=gr × S mod p) by using its own secret
key s2 and the broadcast data B (4, r).
5 The Entity 1 calculates the group key U by using its own secret key s1 and the
broadcast data B (4, r).
6 The Entity 3 calculates the group key U by using its own secret key s3 and the
broadcast data B (4, r).
7 The Entity 4 can't calculate the group key U by using its own secret key s4 and the
broadcast data B (4, r). Because the broadcast data B (4, r) includes the secret key
s4.

×

M1
S1

M4

=

U

U

Secret Sharing

Coordinator

Entity 2

Entity 1
Revocation Data

Broadcast Network
M4

Revoked
Entity

U
S4
M4

M4

×

M4

=

U

Entity 4
Fig.1. The concrete example of our proposal
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Security

First, we discuss how difficult is finding the group key U for the revoked entity and
an outsider of the group. We will examine three types of attacks to pillage the group
key as follows:
1 All entities can get y (=gS mod p) by using k sets of public key yi shown in equation
(2). To get the group key U from y, the revoked entity needs to obtain the random
number r that the coordinator generates. Since the random number r is an exponent
of the preparation data and the revocation data, the level of difficulty in getting r is
the same as that of solving DLP.
2 To get the group key U from the preparation data X, the revoked entity needs to
obtain the system secret key S that the system manager generates. Since the system
secret key S is an exponent of the above y (=gS mod p), the level of difficulty of
getting S is also the same as that of solving DLP.
3 We assume a trial to get the group key U from the revocation data shown in
equation (4). From broadcast data B (Λ, r), all entities can get k-1 revocation data Mj
which includes the secret key sj respectively on the exponent. Since the system
secret key S is divided into the secret keys by threshold k, however, the revoked
entity can not calculate the group key U which includes S on the exponent. Even if
the revoked entity uses its own secret key sj, the number of shadows does not
increase.
Next, we consider an attack to modify and forge broadcast data. The coordinator
generates the preparation data X and the revocation data Mj using only the public
information. Therefore, it is necessary to append the coordinator's signature to the
broadcast data in order to prevent modification and forgery. In sections 5 and 6, we
will explain a method that includes coordinator authentication, in which the amount of
broadcast data does not increase, compared with the basic scheme explained in
section 3. Moreover, we consider that a time-stamp on the broadcast data is necessary
to prevent a replay attack. To prevent an attacker from modifying and forging a public
key on a public bulletin board, the board should be managed by a trusted system
manager or all public information should be stored with certifications made by a
trusted third party.
Finally, we discuss the security of our scheme when entities form a conspiracy.
Even if all revoked entities conspire, they can not reconstruct the secret key S since
they can get at most d (< k ) shadows sj of S, which is less than the threshold-k. Here,
we don't assume a conspiracy attack that a non-revoked entity cooperates with the
revoked entity. If the attack is possible, revoked entities can get all group keys and all
decrypted messages through the co-conspirator. To prevent this type of attack,
different techniques are required, for example traitor tracing or watermark, which is
outside of the scope of this paper.
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Applications

In this section, we describe some considerations that are necessary to apply our
scheme to an actual group communication system.

5.1

New Entity

When a new entity wants to join a group communication system, a system manager
decides its unique identity number c (n+k ≤ c ≤ q-1) which is different from ones of
the existing entities. The system manager calculates its secret key sC= f ( c ) and sends
it to the new entity through a secure way. Then, the system manager calculates the
public key yC (= gsc mod p) and adds it to the public bulletin board.
This procedure does not affect the existing entities.
5.2

The Number of Revoked Entities

Our method shown in section 3 enables a coordinator to revoke a maximum of k-1
entities at one time. Also, the parameter k determines the amount of broadcast data
from equation (5). If the number of entities that the coordinator can revoke at once
becomes large, the broadcast data amount becomes large. Therefore, a system
manager should decide the parameter k to fit for an actual system. The coordinator
can distribute a group key without "entity revocation", by using k-1 sets of spare
public information for the broadcast data.

5.3

Continuity of Revocation

In actual group communication, our scheme is used repeatedly by a different
coordinator and revoked entities. A coordinator can decide either one of the following
cases:
-revoke entities that were revoked last time (by indicating the entities as revoked
again) or
-send a new group key to entities which were revoked last time (by not indicating
the entities as revoked this time).
Also, the coordinator can use the previous group key to make a new one in order to
revoke entities that were revoked last time.
Next, we show a method of revoking specific entities from the group
communication completely:
1 The system manager distributes a random number e to all entities other than the
specific ones by our scheme shown in section 3.
2 Each entity except the specific ones replaces own secret key si with
si' = si × e mod q.

(9)

3 The system manager replaces the system parameter g on the pubic bulletin board
with
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(10)

With this method, it is not necessary to change every public key on the public
bulletin board since yi = ( g' )si' mod p is satisfied. It is practical because the public
keys might be stored in a local storage by each entity. The revoked entities do not join
the group communication permanently because they do not have the secret key sj' to
satisfy yj = ( g' )sj' mod p. When the system manager wants the revoked entity to join
the group communication again, the system manager would send its new secret key sj'
through a secure way.

5.4

Some Modifications

Our scheme is considered a one-pass Diffie-Hellman key exchange scheme with
"entity revocation". The coordinator distributes the preparation data X (=gr mod p),
and shares a group key U (=gS × r mod p) with the other entities, where we regard y
(=gS mod p) as a public key for the group. Thus, a coordinator can select any group
key Z by broadcasting V (=Z×U mod p) together, similar to the ElGamal public key
cryptosystem [5].
If an attacker can use a key calculation mechanism of an entity as an oracle, a
similar modification using the Cramer-Shoup public key cryptosystem [3] would be
effective against an adaptive chosen ciphertext attack.
Also, we can modify our scheme so as to prevent an attacker from modifying and
forging broadcast data, by adding a message recovery signature as follows:
<Setup by a system manager>
Same as the basic scheme explained in section 3 except that the system manager
publishes a hash function (hash) on a public bulletin board.
<Generation of broadcast data by a coordinator>
1 The coordinator calculates revocation data Mj for j∈Λ∪Θ shown in equation (4), by
using a random number r.
2 The coordinator calculates a following hash data:
H = hash (v || [ j || Mj ], j ∈Λ∪Θ).

(11)

3 The coordinator v generates its signature of the hash data, using its secret key sv:
Z = H × (-sv) + r mod q.

(12)

4 The coordinator v broadcasts the following broadcast data:
B (Λ, r) = Z || v || { [ j, Mj] | j∈Λ∪Θ}.

(13)

The amount of broadcast data is less than that of our basic scheme explained in
section 3 shown in equation (5) since Z || v is less than X (1024bit).
<Key exchanging by a non-revoked entity>
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1 Similar to equation (11), the entity calculates hash data H'. If the data is not
changed, H' = H.
2 The entity recovers the preparation data X' using the public key of the coordinator
y v:
(14)
X' = gZ × yvH' mod p.
If the signature Z originates from the right coordinator v, X' ≡ X shown in equation
(3).
The rest of procedure to distribute the group key U is the same as the basic scheme
explained in section 3.
This scheme uses one of the message recovery signature schemes proposed in [13].
Therefore, other variations of the signature are possible:
For example, Z' = H × r + sv mod q.

6

Evaluation

In this section, we will evaluate our proposal, comparing with the following four
previously reported methods:
-Familiar Method 1: a method whereby a distributor distributes a group key to n-d
entities individually, except d revoked entities, using a 128bit
symmetric key block cipher.
-Familiar Method 2: the same method as Familiar Method 1, using 1024bit RSA
cryptosystems.
-Previous Method 1: a method in paper [10], using the "RSA common modulus
attack".
-Previous Method 2: another method in paper [10], using the "RSA low exponent
attack".
We will evaluate our proposal based on the four requirements that we have already
described in sections 1 and 2:
-Requirement 1: The amount of transmission and the delay do not rely on group
scale.
-Requirement 2: Preparation phase is not necessary.
-Requirement 3: The fixed-privileged distributor is not required.
-Requirement 4: The security of the scheme is based on DLP.
First, we will evaluate the performance of our proposal. Figure 2 shows the
performance of our proposal, compared with "Familiar Method 1" and " Familiar
method 2". In Figure 2, axis x shows the number of entities in the group, and axis y
marks the delay (sec) until all entities complete a group key sharing. However, the
number of revoked entities is d=1. We assume that the delay is the sum of data
transfer time and calculation time for each entity. We estimate data transfer time by
assuming the transmission rate to be 28.8kbps. Also, we estimate a calculation time
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by using experimental results obtained from a 200MHz Sun Ultrasparc (with gcc
2.7.2.3).
This figure shows the delay of our proposal does not rely on group scale. So, our
scheme satisfies requirement 1 shown above. In Figure 2, "Familiar Method 1" seems
more efficient than our proposal, because the cross-point of them is rather large
(n=180). Though we estimate the data transfer time by the amount of transmission
here, the data transfer time is related to the number of communication in actual
communication. Some control data is added to the transmitted data for each
connection. Also an authentication and a negotiation are necessary for each
communication. Therefore, we consider the cross-point of two methods is surely
much less than n=180, because the number of communication of "Familiar method"
increases, relying on the group scale. On the other hand, the number of
communication of our proposal is constant.
Figure 3 shows the performance of our proposal, compared with "Previous Method
1" and "Previous method 2". In Figure 3, axis x shows the number of revoked entities
d, and axis y marks the delay (sec) until all entities complete a group key sharing.
Here, measurement conditions are the same as in Figure 2. "Previous Method 1" can
not revoke two or more entities at once.
We can see that the delay of our proposal is less than that of "Previous Method 2"
where d≥45. Therefore, our proposal can revoke entities quickly, even if a coordinator
should revoke many entities at one time. Moreover the calculation time of "Previous
Method 2" increases exponentially as d increases, On the other hand, the operation
amount of our proposal increases linearly as d increases. The delay of our proposal is
within 1 sec in the case of d=1.

delay (sec) = data transfer time + calculation time

20

The number of
revoked entities: d=1

15

Familiar Method 2

10

5

Familiar Method 1
Our proposal
0
1

200

400

600

800

group scale (The number of entities of the group)
Fig.2. Performance Comparison (with Familiar Methods)
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Previous Method 2
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Our proposal

20

Previous Method 1
0
1

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

The number of revoked entities : d
Fig.3. Performance Comparison (with Previous Methods)

Next, we evaluate the features of our proposal. Table 1 shows that our proposal
satisfies four requirements, whereas four existing methods do not. Therefore, we
consider that our proposal can be applied to many systems with some restrictions.
Table1. Comparison of features
Requirement
Method
Our proposal

Requirement 1

Requirement 2

Requirement 3

Requirement 4

yes

yes

yes

yes

Familiar Method 1

no

yes

no

Familiar Method 2

no

yes

yes

no

Previous Method 1

yes

no

no

no

Previous Method 2

yes

no

no

no
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Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed a quick group key distribution scheme with "entity
revocation". The features of our scheme are as follows:
-The amount of transmission and the delay do not relay on group scale. This
feature allows a quick key distribution with "entity revocation" even when the
group is large.
-Preparation phase is not necessary. This feature is suitable for a system with
frequent "entity revocation".
-Any entity can act as coordinator, and revoke any other entities. This feature is
suitable for group communication systems in which all members have equal rights
like a conference system.
-Data transfer time and entity calculation time are reduced by using elliptic curve
or hyper-elliptic curve cryptosystems.
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